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Abstract 
Huynh, D.T. and Tian, L., A note on the complexity of deciding bisimilarity of normed unary 
process, Theoretical Computer Science 131 (1994) 441448. 
We give NC’ reduction of bisimulation equivalence for (general) normed context-free processes to 
the same problem for normed unary context-free processes. 
1. Introduction 
Bisimulation equivalence [ 161 is an important concept in concurrency theories. In 
fact, it plays a key role in Milner’s Calculus of Communicating Systems [15]. Other 
algebraic approaches also employ this notion of equivalence. Baeten, Bergstra and 
Klop [2] first showed the decidability of bisimulation equivalence for normed con- 
text-free processes. Since their algorithm is fairly complex, several researchers have 
provided simpler proofs for this decidability result [3,7,11]. Most recently, Huynh 
and Tian showed [13] that deciding bisimulation equivalence for normed context-free 
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processes is in Z; (a subclass of PSPACE). This result is an improvement on Groote’s 
result in [7]. 
On the other hand, readiness, ready trace, failure and failure trace equivalences are 
also often used in concurrency theories. These equivalences have been shown to be 
undecidable for normed context-free processes [S, 123. However, they become decid- 
able for normed unary context-free processes. In fact, they are even II $-complete since 
they coincide with language equivalence for normed context-free grammars in 
Greibach norm form which have a l-letter terminal alphabet [S, 10,121. The reader is 
referred to [4] for a survey on decidability results and issues for infinite-state 
processes. 
In this note, we give an NC’ reduction of the bisimulation equivalence problem for 
(general) normed context-free processes to the same problem for normed unary 
context-free processes. Thus, bisimulation equivalence for normed unary context-free 
processes is essentially as hard as for (general) normed context-free processes. This 
result sharpens further the contrast between bisimulation equivalence and other 
process equivalences. 
For the sake of completeness we reproduce the definitions of the parallel complexity 
class NCk and NC’ reducibility. A problem R (with size parameters Y and s) is a family 
(R, ) of binary relations contained in (0, l}‘(“) x (0, l}s(n). A (Boolean) circuit family 
(a,) is said to solve the problem R if and only if the function ( fn ) computed by (M,) 
realizes R in the following sense: for each n and each x~(0, l}““), if R,(x, y) holds for 
some y, then R,(x, fn (x)) holds. We say that a circuit family is log-space uniform if 
there is a log n-space bounded deterministic Turing machine that computes a descrip- 
tion of the circuit IX,, where n is given as a unary integer in the input. For a non- 
negative integer k, NCk is the class of all problems R solvable by a log-space uniform 
circuit family (a,) with size (a,)= no(i) and depth(a,) = O(logk n). A problem R is NC’ 
reducible to a problem S if and only if there exists a log-space uniform family (a,) of 
circuits for solving R, where depth(a,)= O(log n), and a, is allowed to have oracle 
nodes for S. An oracle node for S is a node with some sequence (y, , . . . , yI) of input 
edges and a sequence (zi, . . . , z,) of output edges whose values satisfy 
S(Y 1, . . . ..YI.Zl. ... 9 z,). In defining depth of cln, such an oracle node counts as depth 
rlog(r+s)l. We refer to reader to [S] for further details. 
2. Definitions and facts 
In this section, we introduce some basic definitions and facts which will be used later. 
Definition 2.1. A process graph M is a 4-tuple M = (P, Act, 6, qO) where 
(1) P is a set of processes, 
(2) Act is a finite set of (observable) actions, 
(3) 6 G P x Act x P is the transition relation, 
(4) q,,EP is the initial process. 
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We say that there is a transition labeled by action a from process p to process q, 
denoted by p +’ q, if (p, a, q)EB. We write p + a (resp. p + q) if p + (1 q for some process 
q (resp. action a). A process p is said to be a terminal process, denoted by p 1, if there is 
no process q such that p-q. If 
p. +.a’pl -b-p2 . ..-PO”Pn. 
then we call this a (transition) path labeled by action string u1u2...u. from process p. to 
process p,,. We write p. *‘I .‘n pn if such a path exists. In particular, p*‘q means that 
p=q. For a string x, length(x) denotes the number of symbols in x. The norm of 
a process p is defined to be norm(p):= min { length(x) ( 3 q: p=“q 1 >. The process graph 
M is said to be normed if for all PEP, norm(p) < + 00. M is said to be unury if Act 
contains exactly one action. 
We now define the process graph specified by a context-free grammar in Greibach 
normal form. 
Definition 2.2. Let G = (Vur, Act, Z7, S) be a context-free grammar (CFG), where Vur is 
the set of nonterminals, Act is the set of terminals, n is the set of productions and S is 
the start symbol in Vur. G is said to be in Greibuch normal form (GNF) if each 
production in n is of the form A-rua, where a is a terminal in Act and M is 
a nonterminal string in Vur*. Further, G is said to be normed if each AE Vur can 
generate a terminal string. 
Every GNF CFG may be regarded as a guarded system of recursion equations over 
the basic process algebra (BPA) (cf. [2]). Therefore, every GNF CFG can be asso- 
ciated with a context-free process graph as follows. 
Definition 2.3. Let G = (Vur, Act, Z7, S) be a GNF CFG. The (context-free) process 
graph Mo specified by G is Mo = (Vur*, Act, 6, S) where 
6:= {Ap-“cr/? ( A-uxEII, uEAct, and c(, /3~ Vur*}. 
Note that Mo is normed iff for all AE Vur, norm(A)< + co iff G is normed. In this 
case, E (the empty string) is the unique terminal process. 
Definition 2.4. Let M = (P, Act, 6, po) be a process graph. A relation R c P x P is said 
to be a bisimulution for M if for all (p,q)~R, 
l ~+~p’ implies 3 q’ : q+‘q’ and (p’, q’)ER, 
l q+‘q’ implies 3 p’ : p+“p’ and (p’, q’)E R. 
Two processes p and q are said to be bisimulution equivalent (or bisimilur), denoted by 
p” q (in M), if there is a bisimulation R for M with (p, q)ER. 
For two process graphs M and N, one can define the notion of bisimulution between 
M and N in a similar way. M and N are said to be bisimulution equivalent (or bisimilur) 
if there is a bisimulation between them with the initial processes being related. 
The following fact is useful in the proof of our result. 
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Lemma 2.5. Let M = (P, Act, 6, pO) be a process graph. Then, for p, qE P, p tt q implies 
that norm(p)= norm(q). 
3. The result 
In this section, we construct an NC’ reduction of the bisimulation equivalence 
problem for normed context-free processes to the same problem for normed unary 
context-free processes. 
Definition 3.1. Define the CFG Ho = ((0, X0, YO>, {a}, IZ,, 0) where n,, contains the 
productions: 
O+aXO (a YO, 
X0-a Y0, 
Y,-*a 
and the CFG H1=((l,X1, Y,},{a},n,,l) w h ere n, contains the productions: 
l-+aX,, 
X1+aY1 la, 
Y1 -+a. 
The following simple lemma is crucial. 
Lemma 3.2. The process graphs M,,, and MH, are not bisimilar. 
Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that 0 t, 1. Then we have that X,, t-’ X1. 
However, norm(X0)=2 and norm(X1)= 1, which is a contradiction. 0 
We now proceed to prove the main result. 
Theorem 3.3. Bisimulation equivalence for normed context-free processes is NC’ reduc- 
ible to bisimulation equivalence for normed unary context-free processes. 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 is carried out below. 
Let G be a normed GNF CFG. For the sake of simplicity, assume for the time being 
that Act = (0, l}. We will see later how to generalize the result for an arbitrary 
alphabet Act. We first describe an NC’ algorithm that constructs for G a normed 
GNF CFG G’ with a l-letter terminal alphabet such that 
Va,/?EVar*: aS~inMGoC(~,!3inMcP. 
The main idea is to replace each transition -+b by a copy of the process graph MHb for 
each bE{O, l}. 
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Definition 3.4. Let G =( Vur, (0, 1 j, n, S) be a normed GNF CFG. We construct 
a GNF CFG G’=(Vur’, {a},n’,S) as follows: 
l Var’:= Vuru {X,, Y, 1 b=O, l} and 
l II’ is defined by: for each production A+bcc in I7, 
(1) if b=O, then let A+aXOa / aY,,a be productions in ZI’, 
(2) if b= 1, then let A+uX,cc be a production in n’, 
(3) let Xo+uYo, Yo-+u and X1-+uY1 1 a, Y,+u be productions in Xi”. 
It is easy to see that G’ can be constructed by an NC’ circuit, and that MGz is 
a normed unary context-free process graph. From Definition 3.4, M,, has the 
following property. 
Lemma 3.5. Let CCE Vur*. Then, in MG, 
(1) norm(a) and norm(X,a) are euen. 
(2) norm(X,a), norm(YOa) and norm (Y,a) are odd. 
Proof. This can easily be shown by induction on norm(@). 0 
Now we are ready to show the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.6. For M, BE Vur*, a ??a in MG ifSa E/l in MGs. 
Proof. (1) For the “only if” part, let R be a bisimulation relation for MG. Consider the 
relation R’ for MG, defined as follows: 
R’:=Ru{(&a,Z,p)I be{O,l}, Zbe{Xb, Y,}, and (cc,/?)~R). 
We show that R’ is a bisimulation relation for MGf. To this end, let (q,p)~R’. First 
consider the case (q, p)~ R. If q = p = E, we have nothing to do. Otherwise, (q, p) is of the 
form (A/?,Bd) where A,BE Var. Let Afl+“Z,aj3 be a transition in MGf where 
Zbe{Xb, Y,}, bE(O, l}. We show that, for some 5, 
Bc?-+~< in MGf and (Z,c$, &RI. (*) 
In fact, in this subcase, A+u.Zbcr is a production in II’. This means that A+ba is 
a production in ll and hence Aj?+ba/l is a transition in MG. Since R is a bisimulation 
relation for MG and (A/?, B~)ER, there is a transition B~?-+~yd in MG and (a/3, $)ER 
with production B+by in n. This means that B+uZby is a production in I7’ and there 
is a transition B6+“Zby6 in M,,. By the construction of R’, we have that 
(Zb&$, Z,$)ER’. Letting t=Z,$, we obtain (*). Similarly, one can show that if 
p-+“p’ is a transition in MGc then there is a transition q-+O p’ in MG, and (q’,p’)ER’. 
The case where (q, p) is of the form (Zb@, Zb$) can be handled easily. We leave this 
to the reader. We conclude that R’ is a bisimulation relation for MGP. This completes 
the proof of the “only if” part. 
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(2) For the “if” part, let R’ be a bisimulation relation for MG ,. Consider the relation 
R for MG defined as follows: 
R:=R’n(Vur* x Var*). 
We show that R is a bisimulation relation for MG. To this end let (q,p)~R. If 
q =p = E, we have nothing to do. Otherwise, (q, p) is of the form (40, B6) where 
A,BE Var. Let Afl-+ba/? be a transition in MG. We show that there is a i; such that 
BG-+bl in MG and (UP, <)ER. (**) 
In fact, in this case, A+bcc is a production in II. This means that, if b = 1, then 
A+aXia is a production in II’ and A/3+‘Xiclp is a transition in MGs. Since R’ is 
a bisimulation relation and (Ap, Bd)cR’, there is a transition B~3+~Z~,y6 in Me, with 
B-+UZb,y in 17’ and (X,C$,Zb,$)ER’. 
We claim that Z,, = Xi. Indeed, one can easily see that Zb’ #X0 because, by Lemma 
3.5, X1@? has an odd norm and XOyS has an even norm. Now suppose that Zb’= Y,. 
This implies that (X,crp, Y,~G)ER’. Consider the transition X1c$-+‘Y,cQ in M,,. 
Since Y,$+“$ is the only transition from Y,yS, it follows that ( Y1 afi, ~6) would be 
in R’. However, this is impossible because, again by Lemma 3.5, Y1cQ has an odd 
norm and y6 has an even norm.Thus, we must have that Zb’ = Xi. 
Now, since Zb’ =X1, it follows that B+ly is a production in II and Bd+‘y6 is 
a transition in MG. Further, since (X1a/3,XIyG)~R’, we have that (crfl,yS)~R’. As 
c$,$E Vur*, it follows that (c$?,y6)~R. Letting 5 =y6, we obtain (**). 
The case b = 0 can be handled similarly. Moreover, by symmetry, one can show that 
if ~+~p’ is a transition in MG then there is a transition q+bq’ in MG and (q’,p’)ER. 
Thus, R is a bisimulation relation for MG . This completes the proof of the “if” part, 
and hence Proposition 3.6 is proven. 0 
Finally, we show how to generalize our construction for an arbitrary alphabet 
Act=(uo,ul,..., a,_ if where m>2. 
Definition 3.7. For 0 <i < m, define the CFG Hi =(Pi, {a}, II,, Ui) where 
l Pi:= (Ui, Xij 1 1 d j< m} and 
l ni contains the productions: 
(l) ui+uXil~ 
(2) Xij+UXi,j+l for 1 <j-cm, 
(3) Xim+“r 
(4) Ui-‘Xi, ifi=O, 
(5) Xii-*UXi,i+* ifO<i<m-1, 
(6) Xii~U ifi=m- 1. 
We now restate Lemma 3.2, Definition 3.4, and Lemma 3.5 in the general setting. 
The proofs are essentially the same and are left to the reader. 
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Lemma 3.8. For 0 d i <j < m, the process graphs MHi and MH, are not bisimilar. 
Definition 3.9. Let G =( Var, Act, ZI, S) be a normal GNF CFG with 
Act=(aO ,..., a,_,}. 
We construct a GNF CFG G’=( Var’, (a], ZI’, S) as follows. 
l Var’:=Varu{XijIOdi<m and l<j<m) and 
l 17’ is defined by: for each production A+aia in ll, 
(1) let A+aXi, a be a production in Zl ‘, 
(2) let Xij+UXi,j+1, 1 <j < m, be productions in II’, 
(3) let Xi,+0 be a production in KI’, 
(4) if i=O, let A+aXiza be a production in n’, 
(5) if O<i<m- 1, let Xii+aXi,i+z be a production in II’, 
(6) if i=m- 1, let Xii-a be a production in II’. 
It is easy to see that G’ can be constructed by an NC’ circuit and that MGC is 
a normed unary context-free process graph. From Definition 3.9, Mo, has the 
following property. 
Lemma 3.10. Let CCE Var*. Then, in MG8 
(1) norm(ct)=Omodm. 
(2) norm(Xija)=(m-j+ l)modm ifj>i. 
(3) norm(Xija)=(m-j)modm ifj<i. 
Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.6, we obtain for the general setting the 
following 
Proposition 3.11. For a, BE Var*, c( ?B in M, ifS~ Y!/? in Mo’. 
Proof. Left to the reader. 0 
From Proposition 3.11, Theorem 3.3 follows. 
4. Concluding remarks 
In this note, we have given an NC’ reduction of bisimulation equivalence for 
normed context-free processes to bisimulation equivalence for normed unary con- 
text-free processes. As our construction is rather simple, we believe that it applies to 
many classes of normed processes. In particular, it holds for normed finite processes. 
Note that our result is consistent with the P-completeness result for finite processes in 
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[l], where it was shown that bisimulation equivalence for normed unary finite 
processes is P-complete. Recently, Huynh and Tian showed in [13] that deciding 
bisimulation equivalence for normed context-free processes is in CP, . Thus, the exact 
complexity of bisimulation equivalence for normed unary context-free processes is 
also somewhere between P and 2;. 
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